Connecting
Smart Home Technology
Automated Lighting
C-Bus Programming
Security and CCTV Systems
Reliable Wi-Fi
Automation Packages

We are the preferred technology partner for electricians on the Sunshine Coast
There are hundreds of homes across the Sunshine Coast in desperate need of C-BUS maintenance, repair and upgrades.
As an electrician, you may think that C-BUS can be the bane of your existence. We hear you. And we can help. We take the risk
out of quoting, installing, maintaining and repairing ageing C-Bus homes. If you bring us in, we will pay you a commission.
You can either help us install the equipment, or we can completely run the project for you. On most of our new projects,
the electrician makes more proﬁt on a C-Bus job than with standard wiring. PLUS As we are a Clipsal Point One installer,
we can offer your clients a four-year manufacturer warranty on new projects at NO EXTRA COST!

EARN A FINDERS FEE OR COMMISSION ON THE WHOLE PROJECT!
At Connect Multimedia, we like to keep things simple – our partnerships included. Anytime a builder or homeowner
reaches out to you about Smart Home Technology, that’s when you get us involved. We’ll join you in the
discussions with your customer and design a solution to meet their needs.

Why use Connect Multimedia for your Smart Home Projects?
Over 15 years experience
Working on residential and commercial
automation projects with all the bells
and whistles. It doesn't have to cost a
fortune. We are serving the Sunshine
Coast, Caloundra to Noosa.
Full-service - design, install,
maintenance and repair
We can quickly and efﬁciently ﬁnd and
rectify issues with older systems.
We provide pre-programmed switches,
dimmers, relays, cables lists, dimmer
schedules and all the documentation to
make installation as simple as possible.

We are not Electricians
We can operate as a sub-contractor
or an independent supplier. We serve
you, so you can more completely
serve your customers. We become
your technology partner and we will
never "steal" your clients.

Go to www.connectmultimedia.com.au/partners
to register as a technology partner.
Unit 2 / 16 Newing Way, Caloundra West | Tel: 1300 884 200 | Email: info@connectmultimedia.com.au
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DID YOU KNOW?
Ten or ﬁfteen year old C-Bus systems can easily
be updated without changing existing C-Bus
hardware like dimmers, relays and switches.
Today’s automation systems, like Control4,
Crestron, Savant and RTi use a smart phone app
to control everything in the home. These work
really well with existing and older C-Bus systems.
It doesn’t have to be a huge job to upgrade.
CCTV cameras, Security, Music and Intercoms
can easily be added to your new smart phone
app. This can be controlled from down the street
or from on holiday anywhere in the world.
Any upgrade project is scalable. It can be as
simple as adding a a replacement touchscreen,
or to building a new system for a massive estate
that wants to add all the bells and whistles.

To watch Connect Multimedia
videos Scan QR Code.

Hundreds of Sunshine Coast homes are
in desperate need of maintainence.
Here is what to look out for ...
1. C-Bus Touchscreens. Clipsal stopped making the
large colour touchscreen a decade ago, and there is
no simple replacement that will ﬁt in the same hole.
This device is like the “brain” of the C-Bus system
and if this dies before the conﬁguration ﬁles can be
removed from it, it can be a lot more costly to replace.
The entire house will have to be reverse engineered
to re-produce the ﬁles inside the touchscreen. This
process can sometimes take days to complete. The
touchscreen is now the weakest link of the C-Bus
system and it would be wise to replace these ASAP.
2. C-Bus Switches. Faded and broken switch buttons.
Switches suffer from wear and tear. They can be
quickly and easily replaced. There are also more
modern versions of these switches that really give
the home a high tech look.
3. Intermittant faults like lights turning on by themselves
or schedules not working properly.
4. Clients looking for a simple, easy-to-use solution
to update or modernised the initial investment
they made in their home.
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